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Abstract. The paper proposes an algorithm for collecting data from
a wireless sensor network modeled as a random geometric graph in the
unit square. The sensors are supposed to work in an asychronous com-
munication mode (they store the measures they perform and transmit
a message containing the data, upon receival of a trigger signal). The
model assume a mobile sink passing near the sensors, and asking the
sensors to transmit their data. The algorithm defines a route for the sink
such that the number of messages that a sensor needs to transmit be as
low as possible.
We also present a kind of “controled” random walk in a (connected)
random geometric graph that is based upon the main idea of the sink
routing algorithm, reducing the graph cover time to Θ(n log log n) instead
of Θ(n log n) needed when a simple random walk is utilized
The model can be generalized for the case of more than one mobile sinks,
and the algorithm can be modified to deal with locally uniform density
of sensors deployed in the field.

1 Introduction

The most common usage of wireless sensor networks is that of having them
operate in hostile and unattended environments where there are no other means
of surveillance or monitoring. One or more sensors (nodes) of a wireless sensor
network are chosen to behave as sinks, that is to collect information transmitted
by other sensors. However, due to limited transmission capabilities, sensors have
to seek cooperation of neighboring nodes for relaying their gathered data to the
sink. A common approach for the aforementioned situation is that of multi-hop
routing.

An obvious drawback of this approach is that it leads to dissimilar rates of
battery power depletion of nodes in the wireless sensor network. To be more
specific, sensors around the sink are subject to rapid depletion of their battery
power since they have to relay the data from hundreds of thousands of nodes all
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across the network. On the other hand, nodes along the periphery of the network
enjoy a low load of work since they are rarely asked to forward data to the sink.
The power-saving property of peripheral nodes is due to their locality away from
the chosen sinks.

To address this drawback of multi-hop routing, sink mobility has often been
employed as an effective mechanism. Since, with mobility, the sink moves to new
locations, either being time driven or event driven, different nodes come into the
sinks vicinity, forcing them to forward messages.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 contains the description of the
model and its relation to prior work. In Section 3, the algorithm is described; the
analysis of its performance in terms of time and number of exchanged messages, is
presented in Section 4. A related result concerning the definition of a “controled”
random walk on random geometric graphs that reduces the needed cover time
is contained in subsection 4.1. Finally, concluding remarks and some issues for
further research are presented in Section 5.

2 Description of our model and related work

Following numerous previous works ( [1], [2], [4]), we model the wireless sensor
network we will study, as a random geometric graph [5]. In such a model, de-
noted G(n, r), the n sensor locations are chosen uniformly and independently at
random in the unit square. Each pair of sensors is connected if their Euclidean
distance is smaller than some fixed transmission radius r. As noted earlier ([2],
[5]) to assure both good connectivity and minimal interference in such a graph

model, the transmission radius r(n) must scale like Θ(
√

log n

n
). For the rest of

our study we will assume that all communications within the aforementioned
radius always succeed, thus we will not address issues caused by failures due to
communication.

Having the above setting of sensors in the unit square, we assume a sin-
gle node, the sink which moves inside the unit square and collects information
transmitted by the sensors. Exploiting the mobility of some nodes in order to
facilitate data delivery has been widely discussed for general ad hoc networks in
different contexts (see for example [6]).

In this paper, we consider the following model of transmission and receival
of information from the sensors to the sink: whenever the sink enters a state
of collecting data it transmits a specific signal which upon receival from the
sensors in transmission range triggers them to transmit a message including the
information. At any other time, each sensor senses the surrounding environment
and quantifies its observation or stays idle if such an observation is not to be
performed. This implies an asychronous communication mode, as in the approach
developped by Shah et al. in their works on data mules [3]; the idea there, is to
save energy by having single-hop communication (from a sensor to the mule that
is passing by) instead of the more expensive multi-hop routing (from the sensor
to the sink), while the mule is supposed to take the sensed data to the sink.
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In fact, what we consider here is a data mule identified to a mobile sink which
is is less energy-constrained than sensor nodes.

Our main purpose is to define a specific route for the sink, in order to collect
all the data from the sensors and to achieve that by limiting the total number
of transmitted messages to the absolute necessary, thus minimizing total energy
consumption. As stated above, the sink possesses enough energy to collect and
store all information as well as transmit all relevant communication messages.
Note that this is a real world situation in the sense that wireless sensors are of
limited power and capacity. Under such a model, the crucial need is the trans-
mission and receival of all measurements under minimum power consumption for
each sensor. In our model, minimum power consumption is roughly equivalent
to minimum (absolutely necessary) message exchange.

We assume that apart from transmission and receival capabilities the sink
is also aware of the number n of sensors in the specified geographical area of
concern. For both the sink and the sensor nodes we assume and utilize the
fact that they typically know their locations ([4]). Moreover, we only require
that apart from standard measurement operations, the sensor nodes can only
perform simple mathematical calculations.

3 The proposed algorithm

(0,0) (1,0)

(1,1)(0,1)

A(92)

Fig. 1. Grid partition of the unit square

The proposed algorithm for the route of the sink, relies on the following
crucial observation:

Lemma 1. ([4]) Let a graph be drawn randomly from the geometric ensemble
G(n, r) of sensor locations drawn uniformly and independently in the unit area
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(unit square), and a partition be made of the unit area into squares of length

A(n) =
√

2 log n

n
. Then the following statements all hold with high probability1:

1. Each square contains at least one node.

2. If r(n) =
√

10 log n

n
then each node will be able to communicate (an edge

exists) to a node in the four adjacent squares.
3. All the nodes in each square are connected with each other.

The above result essentially states that our sensor network can be partitioned in
a grid-like manner such as the one depicted in figure 1. Using this partitioning
we are guaranteed to have (with high probability) at least one sensor in each
square. Furthermore, in the presence of more than one sensors in each square, it
is guaranteed that the subgraph induced by these sensors is very dense (with high
probability: a clique), meaning that every sensor inside the square can directly
communicate with every other sensor also inside the square. Furthermore, note
that as the above lemma implies, starting from any sensor inside a square of the
grid there is, with high probability, a path leading to a sensor in any neighboring
square. On the other hand, the graph that is obtained if we take one vertex for
every square and an edge for every couple of squares containing sensors within
transmission range, contains a grid as an induced subgraph (in fact, with high
probability it is a grid itself). But grids contain hamiltonian paths; hence, it is
possible with high probability that there is a route traversing all squares once.

To fix the ideas, let’s consider such a hamiltonian path starting from the
upper left corner of the grid (that corresponds to the upper left corner square
in the grid of squares) and ending to the lower right corner (ie, the lower right
corner square in the grid of squares).

The algorithm below, devises such a route with these extremities, correspond-
ing to a hamiltonian snake-like path on the grid.

Suppose that after a specified time needed for the network to stabilize (that
is for all the sensors to quantify their observed measurements) we deploy the sink
in the upper left square of the grid at the point (0, 1) (the relative coordinates
of the square are depicted in figure 1) and the following steps take place:

1. The sink s calculates the current square i that it is located at and conse-
quently chooses as the target transition point t the center (xci

, yci
) of the

square. A greedy geographic routing mechanism routes s to the nearest sen-
sor in the target point t located at (xt, yt).

2. s forms the quadruple (xl, yl, xu, yu), sends a trigger message containing this
quadruple and awaits sensors to send their measurements.

3. Each sensor in range, upon receival of the trigger messages transmits its
computed measurement if its coordinates (x, y) satisfy xl ≤ x ≤ xu and
yl ≤ y ≤ yu and if the sensor has not transmitted its measurements yet.

1 Event En occurs with high probability if probability P (En) is such that
limn→∞ P (En) = 1
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Fig. 2. Snake-like route of the sink.

4. Upon acceptance of the measurements, the sink calculates the center (xci+1
, yci+1

)
of the neighboring square and after being transfered in that square (via geo-
graphic routing like Step 1) repeats the steps 2 and 3. The route of the sink
is depicted in figure 2.

From now on we will refer to this procedure as a single snake algorithm. We
begin by elaborating on the feasibility of this algorithm and in the next section
we will provide analysis as far as the optimality of the number of exchanged
messages is concerned. Since the sink (as well as any other sensor node) is always
aware of the coordinates of its current location, the first step of the algorithm is
rather easy and involves simple geometric calculations on behalf of s so as the
number of the square and the coordinates of the square’s center can be identified.
In fact, the only extra information needed is the total number of nodes n in the
unit square, information made available to the sink before its deployment in the
area.

Proceeding to step 2 the sink is able to identify the lower and upper bounds
(xl, yl, xu, yu) on the coordinates. More specifically, since the side of each square

is A(n) =
√

2 log n

n
the bounds are

xl = xci
− 1/2A(n), xu = xci

+ 1/2A(n)

yl = yci
− 1/2A(n), yu = yci

+ 1/2A(n)

and from that point all sensors having this information in step 3, decide whether
or not they should transmit. To resolve the case under which a sensor is located
on the border line of a square of the grid decomposition we require each sensor
to transmit not only if it falls inside the above bounds but also if it has not
transmitted anything yet.

Finally the feasibility of step 4 is justified via the observation noted ear-
lier that there always exists a path from one square to a neighboring one, an
observation justified by lemma 1.
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4 Analysis of messages and time

We proceed to the analysis of the single snake algorithm. We begin by elaborating
on the total number of messages exchanged throughout a single traversal of the
unit square by the sink s.

Lemma 2. The total number of messages exchanged up to completion of the
sink’s route, is n

2 log n
+ n the least possible. Furthermore, each sensor transmits

only once.

Proof. The fact that each sensor transmits only once is straightforward via step
3 of the single snake algorithm. Thus, this procedure involves n messages. The
trigger messages sent by the sink are as many as the squares of the grid decom-
position, that is 1/A2(n) = n/(2 log n). ⊓⊔

As for the time needed for the sink s to complete the route, traversing each
square of the grid decomposition the following result holds:

Lemma 3. The single snake algorithm needs O( n
3/2

log n3/2 ) steps to complete.

Proof. The sink s will traverse a total of (n/2 log n) squares. To proceed from
a square to a neighboring one a greedy geographic routing procedure needs to
be applied which routes the sink to the target point in O(

√

n/ log n) steps([4]).

This totals to O( n
3/2

log n3/2 ) steps. ⊓⊔

Note that as stated in the previous section, under the assumption of r(n) =
√

10 log n

n
there is an edge between two sensor nodes of two adjacent squares.

One might think that since this edge exists, greedy geographic routing is not
necessary for the sink to be relocated to an adjacent square. Although this is
true, it is not hard to see that absence of routing would result in a significant
increase of the number of messages exchanged for the sink to decide which such
edge to follow. Furthermore, presence of such a routing mechanism pleads for as
much simplicity as possible to the proposed algorithm.

4.1 Fast cover time of the underlying random geometric graph

The good performance of the single snake algorithm is related to the possibility
of designing a suitably ”forced” random walk that covers the underlying random
geometric graph more fast than the simple random walk2.

Recall the following theorem from [8]:

Theorem 1. [8] For c > 1, if r2 ≥ c8 log n

n
, then with high probability G(n, r)

has cover time Θ(n log n). If r2 ≤ log n

πn
, then G(n, r) has infinite cover time with

positive probability (bounded away from zero).

2 The cover time of a graph G is the expected time taken by a random walk on G to
visit all vertices in G.
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Now consider the grid partition of the whole G(n, r) into squares of side

length
√

2 log n

n
, eachone containing an average of 2 log n nodes. It is possible,

using state space decomposition techniques (see for example [9]) to devise a
”controled” random walk, that starting from the upper left square, is kept into
the square until the nodes of the square get covered, then passes (using greedy
geographic routing) to the neighbor square, and so on, covering one square af-
ter another according to the route between squares used by the single snake
algorithm described before.

Then, the following proposition holds:

Proposition 1. There is a controled random walk for which G(n, r) has cover
time Θ(n log log n).

Proof (Sketch) The subgraph inside a square satisfies the conditions of the-
orem 1; hence it takes an average of Θ(log n log log n) time for the controled

random walk to cover it. The total cover time is then Θ(
∑

k

i=1 ci), where k =
n/2 log n and ci is Θ(log n log log n); the result is straightforward.

5 Conclusions and further research

This paper adresses the issue of data collection from a wireless sensor network
using a mobile sink, in order to delay as long as possible depletion of battery
power of the sensors. The network is modeled as a random geometric graph, with
sensor locations uniformly drawn from the unit square, and density depending
on the sensors transmission range in such a way that the correponding graph be
connected with high probability.

Based on the property that, for a suitable grid partition of the unit area where
the network is deployed, the subgraphs within the squares of the grid are with
high probability fully connected, an algorithm is proposed for routing the sink
from one square to another; each time the sink passes from a square of the grid, it
transmit a specific signal to the sensors that are triggered to respond by sending
their data to the sink. This model supposes an asynchronous communication
mode and guarantees that only an absolutely necessary number of messages are
transmitted; hence it guarantees a slow rate of battery power depletion for each
sensor.

As a byproduct of the analysis of the algorithm, we also present the idea
of a “controled” random walk in a (connected) random geometric graph which
reduce the graph cover time to Θ(n log log n) instead of Θ(n log n) needed when
a simple random walk is utilized.

The single snake algorithm presented can be further generalized to treat the
case of data collecting from wireless neworks of sensors deployed in a locally
uniform manner.

It would be also of interest to extend this model for multiple sinks, in order
to deal efficiently with energy constraints posed to the sinks.
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